Range sensitivity analysis
Method
The range sensitivity measures (SM) defined here are similar to the local sensitivity measures of the main manuscript; however the inputs are now varied over the anticipated value range [1, 2] , instead of assuming a small perturbation around the baseline values. Each input parameter takes its minimum and maximum value and the corresponding change in the calculated CKR, expressed as a percentage of the reference value, is recorded. The rest of the model parameters are kept at their baseline values. All percentage changes in the output are then expressed in relation to ±1% variation of the input, by dividing with the percentage change of the input, according to the formulas: 
where pi,base: the baseline value of the i-th parameter, pi,max: the maximum value of the i-th parameter, pi,min: the minimum value of the i-th parameter, CKRbase: the calculated CKR with all parameters set at their baseline values, CKRmax: the calculated CKR with the i-th parameter, only, set at its maximum value, CKRmin: the calculated CKR with the i-th parameter, only, set at its minimum value. The value range of input parameters (Table A) has been derived after taking into consideration the literature (Table 4 of main manuscript), while certain cell proliferation constraints should be satisfied (e.g. positive growth rate, volume doubling time higher than 26 days, percentage of stem cells not exceeding 1%). It should be noted that between the adenocarcinoma (ADC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) different value ranges for some of the parameters are observed (Table A) . These boundaries have been derived after applying the aforementioned constraints, and their values depend on the baseline values of the remaining model parameters [3, S2 Text].
Results
The range sensitivity measures consider a larger increment compared with their local counterparts and, therefore, are expected to give a different value for parameters having a nonlinear effect on the output. In our case, a small deviation from linearity exists for the majority of the input parameters (Fig 3 of manuscript) . As a result, a very small divergence between the values of the local and range sensitivity measures is noted (Table B) . Looking at the overall sensitivity (two last columns of Table B), the most remarkable differences are observed for the following parameters:
-TC, TC,stem, TC,LIMP: A considerable deviation between the results of the local and the range methods is observed for the SCC case, with the latter method indicating a higher overall sensitivity. For the ADC case a noteworthy deviation exists only when the cell cycle duration of both stem and LIMP cells are varied at once, i.e. for TC.
The range method gives a higher overall sensitivity for the ADC case. However a low sensitivity is still indicated by both methods.
The range method gives a slightly higher overall sensitivity especially for the SCC case. However, a low sensitivity is still indicated by both methods.
The range method gives a fairly lower overall sensitivity especially for the ADC case. However, a relatively high sensitivity is indicated by all methods.
Both methods identify the same parameters having a trivial effect on output (overall sensitivity measure <0.1% in Table C ). The only noteworthy deviation concerns the parameter RADiff, as stated above. The local method ranks the parameter as non-sensitive for both the ADC and SCC cases, whereas the range method indicates a low sensitivity for ADC only (Table B) .
For the rest of the parameters, having a low to high impact on output (overall sensitivity measure >0.1% in Table C), the local method results almost in the same ranking as the range one. Both methods identify the same parameters as the two most sensitive. Differences observed in the overall ranking order are due to the underestimation of the sensitivity for TC compared to PG0toG1 and PG0toG1,stem by the local method, resulting in a lower rank in respect to the range method.
In summary, the sensitivity results of the local sensitivity measures are rather consistent with the range ones, even though the latter method encompasses the effect of non-linearity. 
